
Guide to Hand Embroidery Supplies 
Background Fabric...  

 

 

The fabric you choose to embroider your design on  
is down to personal choice. If you are new to hand 
embroidery you may want to choose a simpler 
option such as a light coloured cotton. 
 

 

 

 
 

Embroidery Hoop...   
Stitching with a hoop not only makes it easier but also neater as it keeps your fabric taut. 

 
 To use a hoop…                                       
-remove the inner hoop from the outer and place on 
a flat surface. 
-Place your fabric with the transferred design on it 
over the inner hoop, design side facing upwards. 
-Now place the outer hoop over the fabric and inner 
hoop and push down so it fits snug. 
-The fabric needs to be nice and tight, pull it from 
the back to tighten if necessary. 
-Tighten the nut at the top when you have a tight 
fabric. 
 
 
 

 
Embroidery Thread...  
There are lots of different threads to choose from 
to give all sorts of different results. Here are a few 
examples… 
Perle Cotton is non stranded and comes in 
various sizes. 
Anchor or DMC stranded Cotton – comes in 6 
Strands so you can separate them off and use the 
thickness you want. 
100% Wool threads - non stranded and  come in 
various thickness. 
50/50 wool/acrylic threads. 



 

Needles... 
There are many different types of Embroidery Needle. They come in many sizes – the larger the 
number, the thinner the needle will be. 
Crewel or Embroidery Needles.  
Medium sized, with a sharp point and a long eye. 
They come in sizes 3-10. The long eye allows 
more than one strand of embroidery floss to be 
threaded at the same time. These needles suit all 
types of embroidery stitching. I use a size 7 in 
most work. 
 
Sharps. General purpose hand sewing needle 
with a round eye, a sharp point and are of 
medium length. 
 
Tapestry. Short, blunt tipped needle, used for needlepoint, hardanger, blackwork or cross stitch on 
evenweave fabrics. They have a long eye for thick or multiple strands of floss or wool. 

Chenille. A thick, strong needle with an elongated eye for thick fibres and a sharp point for coarse 
fabrics. 

Transferring your design to the fabric… 

There are a variety of methods for transferring your pattern to the fabric, these include Heat Transfer 
Pens, A Light Box & Pencil, Water or air erasable markers, stitch n tear, water soluble paper.  
Here are 2 methods described in more detail: 
Light box or Window and Pencil: 
 
Trace the chosen design on to tracing paper using a bold but 
thin black pen. Place the design on to a light box or window 
and tack in place with masking tape. Place your Base fabric 
over the design, secure with tape and trace over the design. 
You can use a pencil, water, air or heat erasable pen. If using 
a dark fabric use a white gel pen. 
 

Water soluble transfer sheets: 
 

My favourite of these is Sulky 'Sticki-Fabri Solvy': 
Using a sharp pencil, Trace your design on to the Sticky 
Fabri Solvy and then remove the backing and stick it 
down on to the right side of your background fabric. 
 
Stitch over the design, through the fabri solvy – then 
when you have completed the whole design -  rinse 
away the solvy and leave to dry. 
 
 



 
Hand Embroidery Stitches... 
All StitchDoodles patterns are designed so they can be enjoyed by stitchers with all different abilities 
from beginners through to advanced. 
There are so many resources available to help you master each stitch. I have a pictorial guide for 16 
of the most used stitches on my tutorials page at www.stitchdoodles.co.uk. 
 
As you get more experienced you will love 
experimenting and adding your own flair to patterns. 
Resources I have found useful for learning stitches 
are... 
The Embroidery Stitch Bible – available on Amazon. 
Embroiderers Guild website – a fantastic resource for all 
things embroidery – take a look at the 'Getting Started' 
section and it has all the information you could possibly 
want to know. 
There are lots more websites and you tube videos 
detailing any stitch you could possibly want to master 
so google away and you will have it sussed in no time. 
 

 
 

StitchDoodles Patterns and their Colour Guides... 
StitchDoodles Embroidery Patterns are designed to be a guide rather than a definative process. 
If you want to use the same colours as given in the pattern that’s absolutely fine and details are given 
in each pattern to enable you to do this. 
Alternatively, play around and use a colour of your choice and make it a more individual piece of 
work. 
If you want advice on colour and threads used for a particular piece, please get in touch and I will be 
happy to advise. 
 

Happy Stitching! 

 
 


